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Crystal Reports 2008: The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Your One-Stop Guide to Enterprise Reporting with Crystal Reports 2008

Transform disconnected corporate data into compelling, interactive business intelligence using all of the powerful tools available in Crystal Reports 2008. Through detailed explanations, real-world examples, and expert advice, this comprehensive guide...
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Aiaa Aerospace Design Engineers Guide (Library of Flight Series)American Institute of Aeronautics, 2003
If you have to choose what goes in your briefcase, choose this over your address book! -- Guy L. Gettle, JoyVer, Inc.     

       An indispensable reference for aerospace designers, analysts and students.
    This fifth revised and enlarged edition of this classic, indispensable, and practical guide provides a condensed...
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Statistics in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Need to learn statistics for your job? Want help passing a statistics course? Statistics in a Nutshell is a clear and concise introduction and reference for anyone new to the subject. Thoroughly revised and expanded, this edition helps you gain a solid understanding of statistics without the numbing complexity of many college...
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Excel 2010 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The bestselling Excel book on the market, updated for Excel 2010


	As the world's leading spreadsheet application, Excel has a huge user base. The release of Office 2010 brings major changes to Excel, so Excel For Dummies comes to the rescue once more!


	In the friendly and non-threatening For...
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Ontologies with Python: Programming OWL 2.0 Ontologies with Python and Owlready2Apress, 2020

	For the past ten years, formal ontologies have become widely used in

	computer science to structure data and knowledge. In parallel, the Python

	programming language has become more and more widespread in

	teaching, business, and research. However, until recently, there were very

	few tools and resources dedicated to the use of...
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Guesstimation: Solving the World's Problems on the Back of a Cocktail NapkinPrinceton Press, 2008

	Guesstimation is a book that unlocks the power of approximation--it's popular mathematics rounded to the nearest power of ten! The ability to estimate is an important skill in daily life. More and more leading businesses today use estimation questions in interviews to test applicants' abilities to think on their feet....
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PC Magazine - 21 August 2007PC Magazine, 2007
First Looks
GoToMeeting v3.0
GuardedID 1.02
Howard Verity TW3
Kodak EasyShare 5300 All-In-One printer
Logitech X-240
MSI Q677 Crystal Edition
Nokia E61i
Oki Printing Solutions C6000n
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ8
RealPlayer 11 (beta)
Sennheiser PXC 450 NoiseGard
Sony VAIO VGN-SZ370P
Adobe...
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Master VISUALLY Excel 2007Visual, 2008
Master Visually Excel 2007 covers the basics of using the program, such as navigating in worksheets and workbooks and understanding how to enter information into a worksheet, as well as intermediate through advance features, such as using formulas and functions and finding and controlling formulaic errors. A two-color, step-by-step...
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CosmologyOxford University Press, 2008
This book is unique in the detailed, self-contained, and comprehensive treatment that it gives to the ideas and formulas that are used and tested in modern cosmological research. It divides into two parts, each of which provides enough material for a one-semester graduate course. The first part deals chiefly with the isotropic and homogeneous...
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Excel for Starters: Exactly What You Need to Get Started (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
The dominant spreadsheet program and one of the most widely used software applications in the world, Microsoft Excel is unbelievably powerful--and can be downright intimidating. If you're new to Excel or among the many existing Excel users who are dazed and confused by all that the program can do (and by how little it has...
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Microsoft(R) Office Access 2007 Forms, Reports, and Queries (Business Solutions)Que, 2007
“Everything you need to master Access 2007 forms, reports, and queries.”
–Charles Carr, Reviews Editor, ComputorEdge Magazine

 

Create Forms for Business

Ensure Data Entry Accuracy

...
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Electrician's Pocket Manual (Pocket References (McGraw-Hill))McGraw-Hill, 2005
Complete, compact and featuring formulas, tables, and diagrams in place of lengthy text descriptions, this handy reference delivers job-essential information in a quick look-up format. The new Second edition has been updated to include the 2005 National Electrical Code, new symbols for electrical drafting now being used in CAD drafting, additional...
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